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January 7, 2000 – 1 Shevat, 5760
Rabbi Kenneth Brickman – Cantor Sergei Schwartz

Friday January 7th .................................................. 8:00 p.m.
Candle Blessing
Kiddush Prayer

Rabbi Brickman will Speak
“The Millennial Top Ten”

Saturday, January 8th ............................................. 10:00 a.m.
Haftarah Reading: Sol Swerdloff
Kiddush

Friday, January 14th ............................................. 8:00 p.m.
Candle Blessing: Ethel Pesin
Kiddush Prayer: Sam Pesin

15th ANNUAL SERVICE OF TRIBUTE
TO DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

GUEST SPEAKER & HONOREE
Harold Ross
Director, Jersey City Safe Haven

Special Presentation to “Let’s Celebrate”
On behalf “MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger”

Saturday, January 15th .................................... 10:00 a.m.
Haftarah Reading
Kiddush

Affiliated with the Union of American Hebrew Congregations
This year at our annual service of tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., we will honor Harold A. Ross, Director of the Jersey City Safe Haven in recognition of his exemplary efforts on behalf of the young people in our community. Mr. Ross is a graduate of Morehouse College and currently serves as a Pharmacy Specialist and Field Medic in the United States Army Reserve. As Director of Jersey City Safe Haven, Mr. Ross directs the program, which provides after school programming for children in our community. Many members of the Temple met Mr. Ross last summer when his students helped work on the creation of the community garden at the corner of Communitipaw Avenue and Bergen Avenue. Having seen him in action at that time, we decided to pay tribute to him at our Martin Luther King Service, and recognize him as a member of our community who is keeping Dr. King’s dream alive by his actions.

We will also be making a presentation to “Let’s Celebrate” on behalf of “MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger.” Temple Beth-El is a MAZON partner synagogue, and “Let’s Celebrate is a recipient of a grant from MAZON this year. Therefore, as a local MAZON partner, we have been given the privilege of presenting the MAZON grant to “Let’s Celebrate.” This will surely be an exciting and memorable occasion for our congregation. We encourage all of our members, as well as their friends in the community, to join us as we recall the legacy of Dr. King and pay tribute to those who carry on his work in our community.
ADA GARFUNKEL HAPPY DAY FUND
Contributions have been received:
In honor of your Special Birthday to Phyllis Barison from: Judy & Ben Kaplan
In honor of your Special Birthday to Marjorie Lubowsky from: Judy & Ben Kaplan
In honor of your Special Birthday to Gert and Norma from: Judy & Ben Kaplan
In honor of your Special Birthday to Maurice Briefer from: Sandy & Ben Lubow
In honor of your Second Bar Mitzvah to Murray Haar from: Madeline & Iz Mazer
Helen Weil
In honor of a Speedy Get Well to Maurice Weinberg from: Rebecca & Milton Wiener
Marjorie Lubowsky
Bee Kaplan
Jeanette Lewin
Jeanne & Morris Rubin

RABB’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Contributions have been received from: Madeline & Iz Mazer in honor of their 55th Wedding Anniversary and in appreciation for the many good wishes they received from their friends;
Cornerstone School Parents Association in appreciation to Rabbi Brickman for his cooperation and assistance.

BELLA PESIN MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND
Contributions have been received:
In honor of a Speedy Get Well to Maurice Weinberg from: Toby & Harold Rosen
In memory of beloved Sara Chasis to Mrs. Myra Tenney from: Toby & Harold Rosen

DR. HENRY J. AND ETHEL K. GEWIRTMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
A contribution has been received in honor of Maurice Weinberg, on the occasion of his return home from the hospital from: Cei Bauer

CONDOLENCE
The Rabbi, Cantor and members of the congregation extend sincerest sympathies and heartfelt condolences to:
Lowell & Toby Harwood on the passing of Toby’s beloved mother, Mary Unger;
Stephen Young on the passing of his beloved mother, Belle Young;
Betty Berger on the passing of her beloved brother-in-law, George Ockene.

SOPHIE GREENBAUM TRIBUTE FUND
A contribution has been received in memory of sister, Czarne Goldman from: Beverly & Mark Cavanagh and Family

BERNTHA FRIEDENBERG FLOWER FUND
Contributions have been received:
In memory of beloved daughter, Madeline Elissa Marshall by Dr. Ethel G. Lawner
In memory of beloved father, Jerry Gosier by Diane & Joel Gosier
In memory of beloved mother and father, Rose Baritz Gurwitz and Dr. Jack Gurwitz by Nancy & Nathan Sambul
In memory of beloved father, grandfather and great-grandfather, Richard Dorison by Judy Levine and Gary
In memory of beloved mother, Rose Rosen by Ceil Bauer
In memory of beloved husband, Dr. Nathan Frank by Hortense Frank

HELEN AND MAX SCHNETT MUSIC FUND
Contributions have been received:
In honor of Murray Haar, on the occasion of his second bar mitzvah from: Nancy & Nathan Sambul
In honor of Nathan Sambul on his return to Merrill Lynch, Senior Director of Marketing from: Nancy Sambul
In honor of Sandy & Buddy Frank, for the nice day at the Jets vs. Giants game from: Irwin Rosen
In honor of best wishes in your new home to Miriam Nickelsporn from: Judy & Ben Lubow
In memory of beloved father and father-in-law to Mr. & Mrs. Alan Friedstein from: Phyllis & Bob Canter
In memory of Belle Young, beloved mother of Steven Young from: Eleanor Bouer

THANK YOU
The Temple expresses its gratitude for very generous contributions from:
Stephen and Dennis Young and their families in memory of their beloved mother, Belle Young;
Gertrude Hensher in memory of beloved brother, Louis Rubens, on the occasion of his Yahrzeit;
Lucille & Mark Canter in honor of Murray Haar, on the occasion of his second bar mitzvah;
Belle & Martin Davis in honor of Nancy Sambul;
Dorothy Swid.

CONGRATULATIONS
Mazel Tov to our member, Geoffrey Elkind on his election as president of the Hamilton Park Neighborhood Association.
Mazel Tov to our former Rabbinic Intern, Rabbi Andrew Davids and his wife, Dr. Jen Davids on the birth of their third son, who joins his older twin brothers, Erez and Natan.
IN MEMORIAM
JENNIE BERGER
RAPHAEL COHEN
MORRIS DIMONT
RACHEL FEINGOLD
LOUISA FISCHER
MAURICE FRIEDWALD
RUTH FROMME
BERTHA GARFUNKEL
JERRY GOSLER
ALICE HORNWITZ
HARRY JACOBSON
HARRY LEVINE
LIPPMAN MILLER
KALMAN PEPPER
LOUIS RUBENS
LOUIS SCHATTEN
ETHEL SIEGLER
BESSIE SILBERBERG
SELMAN SIMON
BENJAMIN SOLED
ANNE TOWBIN
ELEANOR WOLKENBERG

IN MEMORIAM
IDA BERGNER
DAVID L. COOK
RICHARD DORISON
DR. NATHAN FRANK
HARRY FRANK
DR. HENRY J. GEWIRTZMAN
YETTA KAMINSKY
PEARL S. KELLY
ETHEL MILLER
MIRIAM K. OPPENHEIMER
ABNER RAYMOND
ROSE ROSEN
DR. ROBERT RUBENSTEIN
HANNAH S. SCHNEITZER
LUIIS CHATTEN
ETHEL SIEGLER
BESSIE SILBERBERG
SELMAN SIMON
BENJAMIN SOLED
ANNE TOWBIN
ELEANOR WOLKENBERG
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